
SECTION-A

Note: Very Short  Answer type questions. Attempt any 
15 parts.  (15x2=30)

Q.1 a) Define cost accounting. 

 b) What are overhead? 

 c) Define direct labour. 

 d) What is unit costing? 

 e) Define depreciation. 

 f) What is idleness cost? 

 g) How sheet is defined? 

 h) Define maintenance cost. 

 i) What is handling time? 

 j) Define allowances. 

 k) What are the types of forging? 

 l) Define pattern. 

 m) Define a blank. 

 n) Define tapping. 

 o) What is piercing? 
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Q.7 Estimate the time taken to prepare the job as 
shown in figure below from mild steel stock of 40 
mm dia. And 75 mm long. Assume cutting speed 
for all operations 25m/min; feed as 0.2 mm/rev 
and depth of cut as 3mm in all operations. 
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 xiii) Drive an expression between effective 
speed E and cutting speed C. 

 xiv) What are runner and sprue losses in forging / 
casting operations.  

 xv) Calculate the cutting speed of a spindle 
running on 800rpm and has a diameter 
reduced from 100 cm to 80 cm. 

SECTION-C 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.3 Discuss overheads and explain the methods as 
how they can be expressed? 

Q.4 Explain the factors affecting welding estimation. 

Q.5 Calculate the cost of making a sheet metal 
3closed container of cube size 250mm . 

Calculate the wastage allowances and if the 
labour cost is 100% of material cost, then 
calculate the final cost of cube. Assume density 
of material as 7.4 gm/cc and cost as Rs. 5.5/kg.    

Q.6 1000 pieces of shaft as shown below are to be 
cast. Estimate the cost incurred if

 a) Material cost is Rs. 25 per kg. 

 b) Cost of casting=Rs. 12 per sq meter of 
surface area. 

 c) Overhead as 100%.
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 p) What is a die? 

 q) What is administrative overhead? 

 r) What is composite costing. 

SECTION-B 

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any ten 
parts   10x4=40

Q.2 i) What is the purpose of estimating?  

 ii)  What are the elements of cost explain. 

 iii) What are the qualities of estimator? 

 iv) What are the objectives of costing? 

 v) Explain batch costing with example. 

 vi) What are the different elements of prime 
cost? 

 vii) A candle making stop has a fixed cost of 
50,000 per month and running cost of @7 
per box of candles for labour and @3/- per 
box. Calculate the break even point if per 
box of candle will be sold @50/- each. 

 viii) Write a short note on obsolscence. 

 ix) Define setup cost and the elements which 
are covered under it. 

 x) Procedure for estimation of turning 
operation cost. 

 xi) Show by example the weld cutting cost. 

 xii) What are the foundry losses. 
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